
Foodservice distribution is an industry of  brands.  
Most distributor’s warehouses are filled with 
different brands from manufacturers, importers, 
and their own private distributor brand.  While it is 
traditional for distributors to carry a broad variety 
of  brands hoping to capture the spectrum of  
quality tiers, the truth is that the quality difference 

between some brands 
might be less than you 
might think.  So, what 

do you really know about 
your preferred brand?

Sales in the pizza indus-
try are up overall 
(both independents 

and the big chain 
stores), while traffic is 

trending down.  
That tells us that the 
average check size is 
up.  Issue 3 of  
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The Economics of Brands
By Daniel Thor, Bellissimo Foods

IFDA’s ‘State of  the Street Monitor’ states that check sizes are up as much as 5%.  While the increase may be in 
part due to upselling and cross-selling, we believe that most of  the increase is simply higher menu pricing.  IFDA’s 
report states that, “operating costs, which were at +7.4% in the third quarter vs. +6% in the second quarter.”  
Food costs as well as labor and living costs contribute significantly to the increase.  Having a higher operating cost 
leads to less margins.  To combat this, operators need to start thinking about cost saving opportunities – which 
might include switching brands.  

The industry is a big moving target with ever changing manufacturers, brands, and items. Having a brand that you 
can trust is important, but not at the cost of  your own business or brand.  Distributors have come a long way in 
the quality of  products that they carry under their own brands.  These brands, which are often priced as middle-
ground items often perform with the same quality and consistency of  their premium priced competitors.  

When you look at the cost of  an item, what do you think is included in that price?  The cost to manufacture the 
item, the cost to move it from place to place, the cost to store it, sell it, and delivery it, but also the cost of  the 
brand.  While private, middle ground, brands perform just as well as the higher priced alternatives, they don’t 
include the brand premium that could be reduced by switching.  If  you can get a product that performs to the 
same quality and consistency that you expect, but at a discount, why not consider it?  Customers don’t know what 
brand of  cheese or pepperoni you are buying, and frankly, they don’t care.  If  it performs for you, it works!  

Private label brands should no longer be looked at as second tier, but as a cost-effective alternative.  A product 
that performs to the same quality and consistency as the leading competitor, but at a discounted price.    

If  you are looking to switch brands, your DSR from your local independent distributor will have the product 
knowledge to help.  They can do cuttings, provide samples, and help keep your product in the same class that it 
was before while saving you on food cost.  As always, if  you need any help, please contact us or your local Bellis-
simo Food distributor.  

Bellissimo is Italian and Mediterranean food done right.  We are the industry leaders in specialty product knowl-
edge.  We are investing in you.  We spend our time visiting plants, testing products, meeting with manufacturers, 
all to provide the best quality product for the best possible price.  

The Pace of Change...
By Peter Thor, President, Bellissimo Foods
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A common belief  is “the pace of  change is getting faster and faster”, and no area is 
changing faster than communication. The sheer amount of  data available and the 
speed with which it is communicated is simply staggering.  This affects every part of  
our lives and frankly can become paralyzing. It is more important than ever to turn the 
“firehose” of  data coming at you into a stream of  useful information. This communi-
cation revolution has even had a profound dampening effect on the boom and bust 
cycles in the food industry.  World food trade has enabled rapid international reaction 
to regional shortages, and export markets often offer relief  from supply-demand 
imbalance. Timely reports of  inventory, storage, growing conditions and weather 
events have enabled rapid response.

Consumers too are embracing communication technology to plan and complete 
purchases. Market share penetration by a few QSR restaurant chains is testament to 
the effectiveness of  mobile advertising and ordering technology. Ordering digitally via 
text messages and mobile apps are becoming the norm rather than the exception. 
Contrary to some expectations, it is also interesting to note that the mobile ordering 
platforms have also increased the average order size due to quick and easy add-on 
choices. Pick-up and delivery options are more popular than ever, and importantly 
may counter retailer threats like Amazon deliveries of  ready to eat meals from Whole 
Foods Markets. Finding ways to offer “convenience” to your customers will take on 
renewed importance in 2018.

Food inflation has also received attention as some economists have pointed to the fact 
that prices for food away from home have increased faster than grocery store prices, 
resulting in slower growth in restaurant sales.

The ingredient cost outlook for 2018 for our pizza industry looks promising at least 
for the first half  of  the year. The block cheese market has settled lower and relatively 
steady since the first of  the year.  The CME block market cost has dropped roughly 
20 cents/# lower over the past ninety days, and 10 cents/# lower than the same 
period year ago.

Last year, both pork and beef  prices raised sharply in the New Year and created both 
confusion and cost pressure within our industry. 2018 promises to be more “normal” 
if  there is such a thing anymore. Pork prices are now relatively low, and expectations 
are for only moderate increases through the year.  Beef  prices exploded in 2017 

through the summer, retreating during the last quarter.  Beef  50’s are currently about 
25 cents/# higher than during the same period last year, but forecasts only moderate 
increases into summer staying well below peak costs of  year ago.

Chicken production and consumption is expected to continue to grow.  Chickens are 
relatively fast and grain efficient to produce.  Chicken output is poised to expand in 
2018.  Cost changes are a bit mixed.  Whole chickens, breasts, and thighs are in good 
supply with prices expected to remain equal to last year.  Wing and tender prices which 
increased aggressively last year are moderately lower.  Wholesale wing prices are about 
20 cents/# lower for small wings and 25 cents/# lower for jumbo.  Forecast prices 
through mid-year increase slightly but retain a positive cost advantage compared to 
2017. Chicken prices and costs are most sensitive to grain costs. Grain commodity 
prices are mostly steady but are subject to world weather changes and other factors 
including the spreading drought in N. America.  Grain prices affect not only flour but 
also all protein ingredients. 

Politics and regulations are also impacting our industry’s cost structure in 2018.  In the 
restaurant, rising wage and health care costs are a primary concern as it is for manufac-
turers and distributors. Less visible is the rapidly escalating cost of  freight, particularly 
trucking.  This is due to new regulations on driver hours and other regulations.  While 
increasing the cost for larger operations, many small operators have simply quit, creat-
ing supply-demand gaps for trucking.  Freight rates are up double digits and more 
which will necessarily impact operating costs for all. 

Our objectives as an industry for 2018 and beyond must be to both (1) counter the 
rising price spread between retail and foodservice, and (2) reimagine ways to offer 
“convenience” to our customers and create value in the foodservice experience. At 
Bellissimo, we are thankful for the special and unique character of  the pizza industry.  
Challenges they are, and quality remains the area you can best differentiate yourselves.  
Discuss your options with your local Bellissimo distributor, and they can knowledge-
ably help guide you. Good luck to all!
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Dairy
40 lb. blocks  $1.608 $1.730  ($0.122)

The CME butter market fell to a 15 month low 
recently, due in part to strong U.S. imports.   Cheese 
markets have been range-bound. 

Beef

Plentiful slaughter ready cattle should fuel solid 
year-over-year gains in beef  production. 

Price        Price 2017                     Diff

50% Trimming $0.778  $0.788 ($0.010)
Price                       Price 2017                     Diff

Poultry
Wing (Jumbo) $1.723 $1.940 ($0.217)

Chicken production is currently up 1.7% from the 
same time in 2017.   Rising grain prices could cause 
production to slow later this year.  Wing prices 
typically decline in the first quarter of  the year.   

Price        Price 2017                     Diff
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Customers are looking for simpler and cleaner foods. So at Burke,  

we’ve developed MADE SIMPLE™ fully cooked meats to help you  

meet their needs. Always all-natural*. Always all-delicious.

*Minimally Processed - No Artificial Ingredients.

Request a sample today at BurkeCorp.com/MadeSimple or call 800-654-1152

©2017 Burke Corporation.  All rights reserved.
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IFDA’s ‘State of  the Street Monitor’ states that check sizes are up 
as much as 5%.  While the increase may be in part due to upselling 
and cross-selling, we believe that most of  the increase is simply 
higher menu pricing.  IFDA’s report states that, “operating costs, 
which were at +7.4% in the third quarter vs. +6% in the second 
quarter.”  Food costs as well as labor and living costs contribute 
significantly to the increase.  Having a higher operating cost leads 
to less margins.  To combat this, operators need to start thinking 
about cost saving opportunities – which might include switching 
brands.  

The industry is a big moving target with ever changing manufactur-
ers, brands, and items. Having a brand that you can trust is impor-
tant, but not at the cost of  your own business or brand.  Distribu-
tors have come a long way in the quality of  products that they carry 
under their own brands.  These brands, which are often priced as 
middle-ground items often perform with the same quality and 
consistency of  their premium priced competitors.  

When you look at the cost of  an item, what do you think is 
included in that price?  The cost to manufacture the item, the cost 
to move it from place to place, the cost to store it, sell it, and deliv-
ery it, but also the cost of  the brand.  While private, middle ground, 
brands perform just as well as the higher priced alternatives, they 
don’t include the brand premium that could be reduced by switch-
ing.  If  you can get a product that performs to the same quality and 
consistency that you expect, but at a discount, why not consider it?  
Customers don’t know what brand of  cheese or pepperoni you are 
buying, and frankly, they don’t care.  If  it performs for you, it 
works!  

Private label brands should no longer be looked at as second tier, 
but as a cost-effective alternative.  A product that performs to the 
same quality and consistency as the leading competitor, but at a 
discounted price.    

If  you are looking to switch brands, your DSR from your local 
independent distributor will have the product knowledge to help.  
They can do cuttings, provide samples, and help keep your product 
in the same class that it was before while saving you on food cost.  
As always, if  you need any help, please contact us or your local 
Bellissimo Food distributor.  

Bellissimo is 
Italian and 
Mediterranean
food done right.  
We are the industry leaders 
in specialty product knowl-
edge.  We are investing in 
you.  We spend our time 
visiting plants, testing prod-
ucts, meeting with 
manufacturers, all 
to provide the best 
quality product for 
the best possible price.  
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through the summer, retreating during the last quarter.  Beef  50’s are 
currently about 25 cents/# higher than during the same period last 
year, but forecasts only moderate increases into summer staying well 
below peak costs of  year ago.

Chicken production and consumption is expected to continue to 
grow.  Chickens are relatively fast and grain efficient to produce.  
Chicken output is poised to expand in 2018.  Cost changes are a bit 
mixed.  Whole chickens, breasts, and thighs are in good supply with 
prices expected to remain equal to last year.  Wing and tender prices 
which increased aggressively last year are moderately lower.  Whole-
sale wing prices are about 20 cents/# lower for small wings and 25 
cents/# lower for jumbo.  Forecast prices through mid-year 
increase slightly but retain a positive cost advantage compared to 
2017. Chicken prices and costs are most sensitive to grain costs. 
Grain commodity prices are mostly steady but are subject to world 
weather changes and other factors including the spreading drought 
in N. America.  Grain prices affect not only flour but also all protein 
ingredients. 

Politics and regulations are also impacting our industry’s cost struc-
ture in 2018.  In the restaurant, rising wage and health care costs are 
a primary concern as it is for manufacturers and distributors. Less 
visible is the rapidly escalating cost of  freight, particularly trucking.  
This is due to new regulations on driver hours and other regulations.  
While increasing the cost for larger operations, many small opera-
tors have simply quit, creating supply-demand gaps for trucking.  
Freight rates are up double digits and more which will necessarily 
impact operating costs for all. 

Our objectives as an industry for 2018 and beyond must be to both 
(1) counter the rising price spread between retail and foodservice, 
and (2) reimagine ways to offer “convenience” to our customers and 
create value in the foodservice experience. At Bellissimo, we are 
thankful for the special and unique character of  the pizza industry.  
Challenges they are, and quality remains the area you can best differ-
entiate yourselves.  Discuss your options with your local Bellissimo 
distributor, and they can knowledgably help guide you. Good luck to 
all!
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Comments & Questions
Please contact us toll free at 800.536.1234, locally at
317.876.1951, or visit us online at www.delcofoods.com.
We truly value your opinion.

4850 West 78th Street . Indianapolis, IN 46268 . toll free
800.536.1234 . tel 317.876.1951 . fax 317.870.7803

Don’t Forget to
Follow Us...

“Like Us” on Facebook or follow
us on Twitter and be the first to get
all the latest information about new
products, upcoming events and more!

Want the lastest Market Reports?  Make sure to sign up
by emailing twells@delcofoods.com.



Range-FREE Burgers at Delco
Our planet is hungry for creative, sustainable ways to feed our rapidly growing human family. At Hungry Planet™, they
set out on a mission to match traditional meat textures and tastes with healthy plant-based ingredients, and to make them
accessible to everyone regardless of age, income or geography. Developed in the heart of the Midwest, their foods are
hearty and satisfying with a focus on food taste, not food tech. With their culinary expertise and passion for the planet,
they aim to mainstream plant-based meats and make them a preferred protein in kitchens across the globe at least once
a week.

#1004842 Vegan Range-Free Patty is 5.3 ounces of hearty taste and  texture, created in the Midwest for serious meat
lovers who want a  delectable, healthy plant-based option. It’s received rave reviews from   consumers, chefs, professional
athletes, and celebrities because it can be swapped for a traditional beef patty and few will even know the difference.
The Range-Free beef patty is made with no gluten and no genetically modified ingredients and is certified vegan.

#1004845 Vegan Bulk Ground Beef is crafted specifically for culinary
professionals to substitute 1:1 for traditional beef in any dish, including burgers.
Chefs simply add custom spices and create the exact size/thickness burger patty
desired. Burger joints in the USA and Australia are having wild success with their
house-made hearty vegan patties that satisfy every diner.

Premium ground Hungry Planet Beef also works beautifully in sliders, bolognese
sauce, chili, lasagna, Sloppy Joes, tacos, nachos, pizza topping -- literally any
recipe that features traditional ground beef. Happy plant-based cooking and bon
appetit!

100% plant-based     Non-GMO     No gluten    No trans or polyunsaturated fat

Humanely raised, family farm raised, vegetarian fed.

Earthy, rich, deep, sweet meat, with light
applewood smoke aroma and flavor.

Great on salumi platters, sandwiches, wrapped
around fruit – great with sweet umami flavors.

Americano Whole Speck
#1004992      2/8 lb

La Quercia Americano Speck

March Special   Save $2 per pound
While Supplies Last!

Berry Veal Ground Veal is made of pure veal with an 80-
20 lean ratio. Many cooks like using ground veal because
it is a lean meat that still has a good amount of flavoring.
This item will give you the best texture needed for Veal
Stuffed Peppers, Veal Sliders, Veal Pizza Topping and
many other creative dishes.

Or try the Meatball Blend – an even blend containing
30% each of Veal, Pork and Beef to create the perfect
consistency for Meatballs, Meatloaf, Bolognese and Meat
Lasagna. This texture is unbelievable.

Ground Veal   #1005309      2/5 lb
Meatball Blend   #1005089     1/10 lb

New Items

March Special   Save $2 per case
on Ground Veal


